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BCS AIR CONDITIONING 

APPLICATIONS 

The air conditioning applications for transport sector includes all mobile equipment, like 
passenger cars, bus air conditioning , truck refrigeration ,mobile homes( house on wheels ) 
mobile electronic testing vans. tanks, containers. air crafts. space ships. defence shelters. 
fishing trawlers. ships. railways, mobile cranes or any other special requirements. 

This presentation deals mainly with bus air conditioning requirements, standards, 
specifications, and various parameters which the body builder should consider while 
constructing air conditioned buses with particular attention to air management and 
insulation. 

INDIAN SCENARIO 

The air conditioned buses manufactured in India were introduced in early SO's. The 
policies of government and the duty structures, at that time, were not conducive for rapid 
growth of this segment and this sector therefore had hardly any growth in the decade. The 
realisation of requirement of air conditioning for buses as essential prerequisite for tourism 
and for improving general comfort of passengers started getting due attention in late SO's 
and early 90' s. Till such time there was only one manufacturer in India producing units in 
collaboration with German technology. Other leading manufacturers who tried to assemble 
and produce bus air conditioning equipment from the available components used for land 
installations did not succeed as design of mobile equipment requires special attention and 
materials, components which are much different than those , successful for land 
applications. 

Presently all the leading ,nanufacturers all over the world, of this specialised equipment 
have entered in India, which itself indicates that globally it is recognised that this segment 
is going to grow very rapidly as compared to other industrial products. This is evident 
from the fact that in 80' s hardly 10 % cars were air conditioned and there was no 
manufacturer giving factory fitted car air conditioners. 

Today practically 30 to 40 % cars are air conditioned and all the leading world 
manufacturers, putting their plants in India are giving AC as factory fitted option. 

BUS CHASSIS MALWFACTURERS: 

In India as on date there is not a single manufacturer who produces chassis exclusively for 
buses. The two leading manufactures are truck chassis manufacturers who build bus 
chassis as well by carrying out modifications in suspension mechanism and other minor 
changes. 

The total chassis manufactured for large size trucks and buses together is around 150,000 
per annum, out of which around 30,000 are used for converting and constructing buses 
and remaining for goods transport. The air conditioned buses build every year do not 
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